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GENERAL The ultra high speed line protective relay type RALDA is based
on the directional wave detector principle (see Information RK
617-300 E and Application Guide 61-35 AG). It is designed for
three-phase tripping or single- and three-phase tripping in EHV
and UHV networks.

The operating principle of the relay is based on the occurrence
of travelling waves in cage of fault that causes a change in
voltage and current leveis.

The retar operates as a directional comparison retar and there-
tore needs a communication link (PLC or microwave). This retar
operation is called "dlependent mode tripping".

...

However, for close-in faults, the relay can operate independently
of the communicatiofl link. This latter type of relay operation is
called "independent mode tripping".

The scheme for cooperating with the remote end relay can be
according to several principles, for example, the directional
comparison blocking; scheme or directional compariSOJ;1 per-
missive tripping scheme.

In order to successfully achieve the above mentioned operating
modes, the following setting philosophy is applied.

For the "dependent rnode tripping" the RALDA relay shall be set
to pick-up for minimum current and voltage change conditions
for a fault at the remote end. ("overreach" is desired)

For the "independen1t mode tripping" the RALDA reIay shaII be
set not to pick-up for maximum current and voltage ,change
conditions for a fallIt at the remote end. ("overreach" is not
permitted)

In series compensated lines the effects of the capacitor shall be
considered.

2
NETWORK MODEL

.

2.1 Before setting the RALDA relay, the changes in current and
voltage must be knolwn for all types of fault. These changes can
be calculated on a steady state basis using symmetrical com-
ponents and Thevenin's theorem.
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The network can b,e reduced to a simple source impedance
(ZA, ZB) and line impedance (ZL) model as shown in Fig. l.

Definitions for abbrE~viations used can be found on page 21-23.

Fig.1. Simple line model, line end A
F is the remote end of the protected line and A is the
measur ing E!nd.

2.2
Fault calculations All types of faults ought to be calculated to find the minimum

and maximum of Al' i3.nd AU', as defined in Fig. 1 above. A simple
procedure is shown in the following examples, assuminE: equal
positive and negativE~ sequence impedances for the sources.

For line section end A define:

Z1 = Z1A + Z1L

ZA + ~:L,
ZB-'

Zo = ZOA + ZOL

RF = apparE~nt fault resistance = Rf x (1 +

Rf = phase-to-earth fault resistance = RK + RN

2RK = phase-to-phase fault resistance

Single phase-to-earth fault in phase R (RN)

~

o;
<D
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Two-phase fault in phases S and T (ST)
2 Ela -a(6I'LL)5 = -(~I'LL )T = 2 x Ll+~

(AU'LL)S = -(L:::.U'L.L)T = Z l A x (L:::.rLVS

.2 /I't'
/3where a = ej I ( I

Two-phase-to earth fault in phases S and T (STN)

2 2
I (a -I) (21 + RK) + (a

(Al LLE)S = x El

x El

ZOA -ZlA
3

ZOA -ZlA
3

Three-phase fault (RST)

El.61' = Z + R
K3L 1

l:::.U'3L = ZlA x ~I'3]L

2.3 For the "dependen1: mode tripping" the four types of fault
located at the remote end from the relay to be set shall be
analyzed to find the minimum change in current ~ i in per unit
(p.u.) value of rated current and the minimum change in
voltage ~u in per unit (p.u.) value of rated voltage. The
minimum ~ i will then give the "dependent mode tripping"
setting "a" and the minimum ~u will give the setting "b".

a:'"'

Thus determine

61' .= min ( ]61' LEmm
1~1'3LI )

6u'min = min ( 16UI'LE

I~U'3LI

I, 

I ~I'LL I ~I'LLE

5'

örLLE

T'

~
m
o
6
00

and

-
~
6
o
Il)o
...
~

t6U'LL 6U'LLE S' I 6U'L~E

T'

)
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For the "independE~nt mode tripping" the four types of fault
located at the remote end from the retar to be set shall be
analyzed to find the maximum change in current,6i and
voltage ~u. The maximum ~i will then give the "independent
mode tripping" setting "a" and the maximum Au will give the
setting "b".

Thus determine

= max <1.6I'LE

1.61'3L 1:1

.6I'max

and

6U'LL s'

For the "switch-into-fault" feature the maximum primary fault
voltages for the four types of fault located at the remote end
from the retar to be set shall be analyzed. The
"swith-into-fault" setting "d" is thereby determined.

Thus determine

I U'LE I = I E' -L~U' LE

=s

T

=s

=T

IU'3L
=

~
21
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The same procedure must be don e for the relay at the remote
end B, using the ap]propriate values of source impedances as
shown in Fig. 2.

For line section end El define:

Z1 = Z1B + ~:1L

Zo = lOB + 2:0L

.
( ZB + ZJL

RF = apparent fault reslstance = Rf x 1 + ZA -)

Rf = phase-to-earth fault resistance = RK + RN

..

~~ 2RK = phase-to-phase fault resistance

Fig. 2 Simple line model, line end B
Fl is the ren.1ote end of the protected line and B is the
measuring end.

Network conditions which may be expected to give minimum 6i
for "dependent mode tripping" are:

A. Maximum near end source impedance
i.e. ZlA and ZOAmax max

B. Minimum remote end source impedance
i.e. ZlB .;and ZOB .mm mm

c.

Maximum lirle impedance, series capacitors by-passed
i.e. ZlL and ZOLmax max

All paraliei lines in service.D.

E.

Maximum fault resistance at the remote end.
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Network conditions vthich may be expected to give minimum 6u
for "dependent mode tripping" are:

F.

G.

H.

Minimum nE~ar end source impedance
i.e. ZlA .and ZOA ..mm mm

Minimum remote end source impedance
i.e. ZlB .and lOB ..mm mm

Maximum line impedance, series capacitor by-passed
i.e. ZlLmax and ZOLmax.

Only a single line in service, all paraliei lines out of
service.

J.

Maximum fault resistance at the remote end.

K.

Network conditions which may be expected to give maximum ~i
for "independent mode tripping" are:

L.

M.

N.

o.

Minimum near end source impedance
i.e. ZlA .and ZOA ..mm mm

Maximum re~mote end source impedance
i.e. ZIBmax and ZOBmax.

Minimum line impedance, series capacitor in service
i.e. ZIt .and ZOt ..mm mm

Only a single line in service, all paraliei lines out of
service.

p, Minimum fault resistance at the remote end.

Network conditions which may be expected
maximum .6u for "in,dependent mode tripping" are:

giveto

Q.

R.

Maximum ne~ar end source impedance
i.e. ZlA and ZOA .max max

Maximum remote end source impedance
i.e. ZlB and lOB .

.

s.

T.

max -max

Minimum line impedance, series capacitor in service
i.e. ZlL .and ZOL ..mm mm
All paraliei Jines in service.

Minimum fallIt resistance at the remote end.u.
When the RALDA reJay is used in a "blocking scheme" on.ly the
"worst case" for above faults at bus A or bus B must be
calculated since both RALDA relay shall be identically set.

When the RALDA I:"elay is used in a "permissive scheme"
individual settings f OJ:" the RALDA relays at each line terminal
may be used.
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The setting calculatRons shall normally consider only the worst
practical case since i3.cademical parameter values may givle a too
sensitive setting. Please also note that minimum ~\i and
minimum ~u, maxin.1um ~i and maximum ~u are not ol:ltained
with the same paraml~ters.

When the RALDA re~lay is designed for selective phase tripping
the change in current and voltage, at a single phase to earth
fault, shall be checked not only for the faulty phase but also for
the healthy phases. The check of the change in current and
voltage for the healtlh.y phases shall be made for a close up single
phase to earth fauI1:. The reason is that when a too low ~i
and ~u setting is used the changes in currents and volta:ges in
the healthy phases mlay cause the RALDA relay to pick-up and
consequently a non-selective tripping may result. For the healthy
phases we recommenld that the changes in current and voltage
shall not be higher th.an 0,5 times the ~i and Au settings used.

2.6 When the line volt ag ,e transformer is located on the line ~)ide of
the main circuit breaker the "switch-into-fault" feature shall be
used since a closing of the main circuit breaker in to a line with a
persistent line fault or a line with working earth applied will
block the normal relay operation (wave from behind).

The "fault" to be de.tected shall give Uf< u t and in addition
the breaker closing rnust give a currenf" cha~~e > 0.2 I , which
corresponds to the lowest recommended setting ~or the
"dependent mode trip!ping".

T o estabIish the set.ting vaIue u t for the "switch-into-.fauIt"
maximum primary fallIt voltage shs~l be used. i.e.

u >Uset max = E -6uwhere umax min

Three situations shall be considered.
A:
11

l. u t shall be higher than U ma
r~~istance fs:ult can not be detecte~.

otherwise a high

2. u shall be~ lower than the minimum system voltage
o~Fltrwise an erronous operation can take place when
closing onto a healthy line.

3.

u t shall be lower than the minimum system voltage
o~F;erwise the RALDA relay "dependent mode tripping"
and "independent mode tripping" are blocked from a
voltage supel,vision linked to u t"se

When the line voltag~~ transformer is located on the bus side of
the main circuit breal.:er the "switch-into-fault" feature shall not
be used. Here it is n1~cessary to consider situation 3 above and
make sure that Uset is lower than the minimum system volt~lge.
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When the line voltage transformer is located on the bus side of
the main circuit breaker, it is also necessary to not e that a
closing of the main circuit breaker will be seen by the RALDA
relay as an interna] fault. (Wave from front). If the changes in
current and voltage when closing the main circuit breaker are
high er than the set pick-up values 6i and 6u on the RALDA
relay a special "brea.ker closing" signal must be connected to the
RALDA relay input "Block start" terminal 907:14.

The "breaker closin~:" signal shall be a single pulse signal which
shall last during: lOms hetare the main circuit breaker closes +
the main circuit breaker closing time + 50 ms af ter the main
circuit breaker is closed. During the "breaker closing" signal
time the RALDA relay forward (interna!) start and trip functions
are blocked.

2.7
Weak-end infeed A weak-end infeed is a possible system configuration which can

occur on a radial transmission line or as indicated in the figure
below when B end generation is out of service, on ly a single line
is in service and no parallel path exists and there is no possibility
of infeed from the B end.

This means that when the RALDA relays are working in a
"directional blocking scheme" and an internai fault occurs on the
line A to B only the RALDA relay at line end A will detect the
fault.

The RALDA relay at line end A will now trip line end A af ter the
set coordination delar since no communication signal will be
transmitted from line end B.

The RALDA relay at line end B will not trip the local break er
and therefore an intE~r-trip scheme shall be added to the relay
system.

When the RALDA relilYS are working in a "directional permissive
tripping scheme" and an internai fault occurs on the line A to B
only the RALDA relay at line end A will detect the fault.

The RALDA relay at line end A can not trip the local breaker
since no communication signal will be transmitted from line end
B. Similary the RALDA relay at line end B will not trip the local
breaker either and thE~ fault will sta y on until tripped by back-up
relays.

To cape with such a situation it is possible to add an optional
weak-end infeed logic to the RALDA relay at line end B, which
will re-transmit the c:ommunication signal sent from line end A
and also trip the local breaker at line end B.
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The weak-end infeed logic operating princip le can be described
in logic symbols as follows:

No general trip from

No general start fr~

No local block from

~

Phase yoltage low at

The RALDA relay at line end A will now trip the local breaker
since the communication signal sent to line end B is re-
transmitted and give:; the impression that also the RALDA relay
at line end B has detected the fault as internal.

The weak-end infeed logic will trip line end B.
3
SETTING CALCULA TIONS

When the change in current D.Imin' 6Ima and in voltage
6u ., Au and the fault voltage U n6w are establishedJJ1m max max.for bUS A ana bUS B the RALDA relay settmgs can be deter-
mined.

The RALDA retar accuracy is ! 10 % of set value ! 0.3 scale
divisions for "depen,dent mode tripping", "independent mode
tripping" and "switch-.into-fault".

To cover for possible errors in the fault calculations arid the
relay accuracy, a safety facto r of 0.85 is introduced in the
setting calculations J:or the "dependent mode tripping" settings
and the "switch-into-:Eault" setting.
For the "independent mode tripping" settings the safety factor is
already introduced in the relay operation principle and no flJrther
"reduction" is done in the setting calculations.

Two more correctiorl factors are added to the setting c:alcu-
lations

I Un nk = r, and n = where
n

u "
n

I = CT secondary rating, I "= RALDA nominal current
n n

U = VT secondary ra"ting, U "= RALDA nominal voltage
n n
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Dependent mode tripping

The settings for the "dependent mode tripping" are made on two
multiturn potentiomE~ters with scale markings 0.0 to 99.8 on the
relay module RXPA ~~H in position 155.

~Imin is set on the top potentiometer marked "a"

ÄUmin is set on the bottom potentiometer marked "b"

a=2 10 x 4Imin --1
I
n

x 0.85 x k lowest per-
missible
setting
is 2.0

b= 100
~U

m in ,-
-.>

Un
x 0.85 x n

3.2
Independent mode tripping

The settings for the "independent mode tripping" are made on
two multiturn potentiometer s with scale markings 0.0 to 9~~.8 on
the relay module RXPA 2H in position 555.

6i is set on the top potentiometer marked "a"max
~u is set on the bottom potentiometer marked "b"max

61 max
In

a=2

10 

x -l xk lowest re-
commended
setting
is 40.0

[

b= 100
.6u max -5

--~- . xn

3.3
Switch inta fault The settings for the "switch-into-fault" are made on two

potentiometers on rela.y module RXEDA 2H in position 549.

iii
:.
~"<

The top potentiometer with scale markings 5 to 20 x l ms is
labeled "th" and ~ets the time within w~ich the. phase to '~a:th
voltage snould rlse above the "d" settmg durmg normallme
energizing or auto-rec.losing.
We normally recomme~nd that the top potentiometer "tb" is set
~l5 ms and when ser'{ice experience is limited a setting of 20
ms can be necessary.

~
Q)
o

~
M..,.
on~
«
'f
o'"
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The bottom potentiometer with scale markings 0.4 to 1.0 x Un is
labeled "d" and sets the level of the low voltage detector u t as
indicated in the figure below. se

Unmin

Uset

(1" f,,~"

'l1L U max

From the figure above the setting of the potentiometer ",d" can
now be determined when the safety margin of 0.85 arid the
correction factor n are added.

set~Un min x 0.85 x nu

-~uand U' =u

max

max
nmin min

1

,1

1.;

d= highest
recommended
setting is 0.85

.

3.4
Tripping delar The setting for the tripping delay is made on one multiturn

potentiometer with sIcale markings 0.0 to 99.8 x 0.3 ms on the
relay module RXTEH 2H in position 537. The potentiometer is
labeled "td".

When the RALDA relay is used in a "permissive tripping scheme"
the potentiometer "td" shall be set to zero. (0.0).

When the RALDA r,elay is used in a "blocking scheme" the
potentiometer "td" shall be set to the communication equipment
total transmission time coordination delayas indicated in the
figure below.
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t t

BlockinQ 1'PC2i~

t'2

td = Tripping delar

fc = fcl +tC2 = Chan~1 del,~y

I; =1;, +1;2 =Operafing fr"me of
interface relays

tv = Signal propagah"on time

tp =Traveling 'Have prof:.'agatlon
time

fm = Securify margin

fd<

~fC2 Prop~ation of~
fl7e blocking ~ --.~ signal

v -0.;-
"'::=0.;:-.

II

.fC1~i1 

Local blockL"aQ.
Wave deteCi'Dr
opera ting ,~ime

Wave detector
opera ting timeP('C'pagation of

the travet ing-
f, --~- waves:o --- --

~

o

~

x
A LINE A 8 8

Externat
fautt

In a "directional blociking scheme" the coordination delar mustbe:

td = t + t. + t + t -t
c l V m p

where

t =
c the total channel delar including operating time of

channel interface relays

t = communic:ation signal propagation

v 1'.
hpower mE~ or mlcrowave pat

thetime on

t. 

=
l opera ting rime of RALDA interface relays

(= 1 + l = 2 ms for dry reed relays type RXMT l)

tm = a margin which shall give the system an adequate
security (1: )3 ms)m

t = the travelling wave propagation time on the power

p l , (t Une length in km )me p = 300 ms

The coordination delar is set on the potentiometer "td"

td = 0.3 x c milliseconds

where c is the potentiometer setting.

Maximum setting possiible is 30 milliseconds.
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4
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Assume that the linE~ section to be protected has the following
data:

106 ohms/phaseZIL = 4.2 +

= 57.9 + j 430 ohms/phase

Source impedances:

section end A:

278 ohms/pha~;e

ZOA = o + j 570 ohms/phase18 max

285 ohms/phaseZOA .= o +mm
Line section end B: ZlB = o + j 236 ohms/pha~iemax

81

lOB 118 ohms/phase

118 ohms/phas,e

= o + j
max

Fault resistance:

Phase to earth Rf = 20 ohms for dep. and indep. mode

Rf = o ohms for switch-into-fault

Phase to phase RK = o ohms

Series capacitor:

18 Location from line end A
Series capacitor reactance
Gap flash current

= 50 %
= -j 53 ohms/phase
= 800 A

= 750/ {3 kVPrimary voltage to neutral UI
8 n

Ratio of instrument transformers:

CT: df = 800/1 A, 60 Hz

VT: (X = 750/0/0.110/h kV, 60 Hz

Relay data:

Rated voltage 110 V
Rated current 1 A
Rated frequency 60 H2:

The relay is intended for.operation in a "blocking" system.
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Below is shown the results from the fault calculations for all
types of fault. Normally it is only required to calculated for
single-phase to earth fault for dependent mode settings and for
three-phase fault for independent mode settings.

4.1
Results from fau1t calculations

Line section end A Line section end B

61' .
mm

ÖU'

932 A479 A

243.6 kV 159.2 kVmin

2658 A1373 A

14015.1 kV 371.2 kV

~,
max

.6u'
max

U'
max 262.4 kV 311.7 kV

4.2
Setting procedure for the dependent mode of operation

Calculate .6imin

~ x 61' .l x 479
6i .= ~ mm 800

mm 1-=n l
= 0.6

Calculate .6umin

l~u .-& x ~U' .
mm- mmU -

n

0.11~ x 243.6
-V3-Z1Q x 0.11 = 0.56

V3 -r;

Since the relays are intended for operation in a "bloc~,ing"
system, the relay sett:lngs at both ends of the line section shall
be equal for the depenclent mode of operation.

Calculate the value of "a" setting on the relay module RXPA 2H
in position 155.

a = 2 ~O x 6imin -Q x 0.85 x k = 2 [10 x 0.6 -~ x 0.85 x 1 = 8.5

Calculate the value of "b" setting on the relay module RXP A 2H
in position 155.
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4.3
Setting procedure for the independent mode o:E operation

Line section end A

6i
5 x 6I'~. 1 x 1373

= /)1. mi~ -800In -1 = 1.72max

Calculate 6umax

81

.1 x 6u' ~ x 415.1
6u -OC m~ -~

max -U -750 0.11n -x-
O n

Calculate the value of "a" setting on the relay module RXPA 2H
in position 555.

a = 2 [10 x .6i

a = 32.4

= 0.96

8
-max

set a = ~O

-~] x k = 2 ~o x 1.72 -~x 1

(lowest recommended setting)

Calculate the value oj' "b" setting" on the relay module RXPA 2H
in position 555.

b = ~oo x 6umax -5.J x n = ~oo x 0.96 -5 Jx 1 = 91

Line section end B

Calculate .6imax

l,7 X 61'_- l X 2658
4\ I ma~= 800

n l6imax = 3.33

!:?:1l x 371.2
f3

6umax = 0.86= --
Un 750 0.11

-x f3 f3

~

Calculate the value of "a" setting on the relay module RXPA 2H
in position 555.

a = 2 Qo x 6imax -1 J x k = 2 Qo x 3.33 -1] x 1 = 64.6

Calculate the value of "'b" setting" on the relay module RXP A 2H
in position 555.

b = Qoo x 6umax --~ x n = ~oo x 0.86 -5 J x 1 = 81
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Setting procedure for the switch-into-fault detector

Line section end A

Calculate the value of
RXEDA 2H in position 549,

"d" setting the relay moduleon

= 0.71

.

Line section end B

Calculate the valu~~ of
RXEDA 2H in position 549.

"d" the relay modulesetting on

0.11 x 311.7

-r;
0.85

.!. x 6U'max
().

0.85(
d= = 0.85

u 750 0.11-x-
f3 f3

n

4.5
Setting procedure for the tripping time delar

Assume that the line 5:ection is 300 km, the channel delar time is
6 ms and the delar time due to the interface send and receive
relays is 1 ms for each relay. The required security marg in is
choosen to 3 ms.

Calculate the tripping time delar

t d = t + t. + t + t -t
c l V m p

where
(

= 6 + 1 + 1 ms = 8 m~;t
c

t. = 1 + 1 ms = 2 ms
l

.

giving

td = 8 + 2 + 3 = 13 ms

Calculate the value of "c"
RXTEG 2H in position 5.'.j;3.

retar modulethesetting on

5
COMPUTER FACILITIES

The RALDA re1ay settings can be determined by computer
programs avai1ab1e at ASEA. A typica1 examp1e of a computer
programs print-out for the RALDA re1ay settings is shown on
pages 18-20. When our computer facilities are required for
RALDA re1ay setting de"termination p1ease contact us for further
information.
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6
DEFINITIONS El represents the voltage to neutral existing prior to the

fault in th,e far end of the line.

Positive :;equence source impedance behind line
section encj A

impedance behind linepositive sequence
section end B

source

positive sec~uence line impedance

.

ZOA zero sequence source impedance behind line section
end A

lOB zero sequence source impedance behind line set:tion
end B-8

ZOL zero sequence line impedance

I'
n rated primary current

UI
n rated primary voltage to neutral

current transformer ratio
= rated primary current/rated secondary current

cx voltage transformer ratio
= rated primary voltage/rated secondary voltage

8 I
n rated second!ary current

u rated secondary voltage-to-neutraln

8
~I value of Al' referred to the secondary side

~u value of ..6u' referred to the secondary side
a:
o
[l.

QI
~
>
~..

~I .
mm

~I max
~
C)
o
6
!XI

~~
~
~
6
o'"
o"
2!

~umax value of ~U' referred to the secondary sidemax

value of U' referred to the secondary sideu
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~I
max max

Independent mode

1 UI= LX maxu
Switch-into-fault protectionmax

61' change in primary phase current

~U' change jn pr imary voltage to neutral

~I'LE

~I'LL

~U'LL

~I'LLE

ÄU'LLE ch ange in pr:lmary voltage to neutral for line-to-line-
to-earth fault

b.1'3L

.b.U'3L

~
O>
9
o
IX)

~
~
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~o
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~
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~I'
min

ÖU'
min

61'
max

r )

~U'

max

U'LE

VILL

V'LLE

V'3LV'

maximum primary fault voltage
= max. (I U' LE I ' 1 U' LL I ' I V'LLE

max

~imin p.u. value of ~I .
mm

6umin p.u. value of ~U .
mm

~i p.u. value of ~lmax max

Au p.u. value of Aumax max

in"
o(

~
'"
!XI

fl
'"
~

:;:
o
o'"


